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MoolaPitch.com lets each of us be venture capitalists 
 

Wisconsin entrepreneurs can now be funded by all Wisconsin investors 
 

Madison, Wis. – MoolaPitch.com has announced its launch as Wisconsin’s premier forum for 

investing in the state’s most innovative startups. MoolaPitch.com is designed to bring together 

Wisconsin entrepreneurs and the people of Wisconsin to create innovative products and services.   

 

MoolaPitch.com is a registered Wisconsin crowdfunding portal where any Wisconsin resident 

can make an investment.  MoolaPitch.com is owned and operated by Equity For Business Inc. 

and reflects the experience of its management team in raising money for entrepreneurs for more 

than 30 years. 

 

“We are bringing the power of the crowd to startups and businesses from across the state and 

across markets,” Stephen J. Dinehart III said. 

 

Initial offerings include Photavia, which is creating digital content to reduce stress arising from 

mental or physical environmental conditions; LumosWiFi, which is easing networking 

management problems for small and growing businesses; adBidtise, which is creating the new 

way to buy advertising with a virtual advertising marketplace offering affordable advertising 

options from all media; and The Biz Connection, which is syndicating its weekly radio 

broadcast that champions the development and success of entrepreneurship in America. 

 

“All of which are offering an exciting new investment vehicle, revenue participation notes.  

Citizens State Bank in Hudson and the Bank of Oakfield in Oakfield are providing escrow 

services for the offers,” Dinehart said. 

 

About MoolaPitch.com 

The mission of MoolaPitch .com is to create a nurturing investment environment that brings 

Wisconsin entrepreneurs and Wisconsin residents together to fund Wisconsin’s future 

businesses. MoolaPitch will use a combination of social media and the internet to present 

Wisconsin startups, give entrepreneurs the best chance for their company to grow and present 

investors with opportunities that are easy to understand and monitor. Go to MoolaPitch.com to 

see much more. 

 
News release distributed through the Wisconsin Technology Council News Service.  
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